MEDIA RELEASE

3rd day of The 109th Trinidad and Tobago Open Amateur Golf Championship & President’s Cup

Trinidad & Tobago, Port of Spain:
On the 3rd day of The 109th Trinidad and Tobago Open Amateur Golf Championship & President’s Cup, the weather was glorious. The greens were hard and fast today and quite challenging for the participating golfers.

With an amazing round of 71 Clint Alfred is now in 1st position and leads by 5 shots 2nd place yesterday shooting one under par with 71 totaling 222, Sachin Kumar with 76 totaling 227 in 2nd and Sol Joanni with 74 totaling 229 in 3rd position.

Raymond Craig held his 1st place in the 2nd Flight division with a score of 92 totaling 260, three shots ahead of youngster Zico Correia who slipped to 4th position. Maurice Mathura moved into 2nd place with 90 totaling 261 and a tied 3rd between Malcolm Hunte and Aaroon Naraynsingh with totals of 262.

Super Seniors flight continues to be lead by Fabien Lee Foon with a score of 81 totaling 230 with a comfortable 10 shot lead ahead of a tied 2nd place between Arjoon Samlal with 77 & Tyrone Leong with 82 both totaling 240. Anthony Hugh Wight sits in 3rd position.

Ysabelle Lawrence maintains her leads in the Ladies division with 83 today totaling 241 by 12 shots to a tied 2nd place between Karina Matabadal with 84 & Sabrina Mitchell with 87 totaling 253 and Serena Mackenzie with 91 in 3rd.

The Seniors flight was led by Reynold Deonath with 85 totaling 240 a mere two shots off a three-way tie between Carlos Beckles shooting the lowest score of the day with 79, Orville Alleyne with 80 and Neil Waterfield with 86 totaling 242 and Michael Haynes in 3rd with 80 totaling 243.

Scottish golfer Thomas Bannon takes the lead from Shakar Beephan by 3 shots in the 1st Flight division with 83 totaling 251. Beephan takes 2nd place with 90 totaling 254 and a two-way tied for 3rd position with Ravi Deonarine and Bryan Muir scoring 86 respectively totaling 255.

Trinidad team of Sol Joanni & Sachin Kumar increased their lead by an astonishing 24 shots totaling 256 to the team from Barbados Julian Jordan & Scott Stollmeyer totaling 480 in the President’s Cup.